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E R A S M U S P L U S  K E Y  A C T I O N  1

EDOS Foundation offers training 
courses that are designed to fit in 
the conditions of the Erasmus+ 
Programme, Key Action 1. 

You can apply at your Erasmus+ 
National Agency (NA) for a grant 
to participate in these courses till 
2 February 2016 at 12:00 (midday 
Brussels time).

Here you can find the link to a list of 
Erasmus+ National Agencies:  
edosfoundation.com/erasmusplus



ABOUT EDOS
EDOS Foundation initiates training courses, projects and 
other educational activities to stimulate and facilitate 
the personal and professional development of adults and 
youngsters who are professionally or voluntary active in 
the field of adult education, youth work and welfare work.  
We have a vast experience in adult education, volunteering 
and youth work.

COURSE FEE 
For each training course:

 T course fee of € 350,-
 T accommodation and meals of € 600 

APPLICATION
Fill in the application form on our website 
to register for our training courses. You 
might need this pre-registration when you 
apply for funding under KA1.

For further information, please send us an 
email: post@edosfoundation.com

VENUE 
Our training courses take place in Huissen,  
The Netherlands, nearby the cities of Arnhem and  
Nijmegen. 

OUR TRAINING COURSES
 T Motivation of adults to learn, 6 – 10 February 2017
 T Validation policy for volunteer organizations,  

6 – 10 March 2017
 T Training for trainers, 3 – 7 April 2017
 T Coaching, 8 – 12 May 2017



ABOUT ERASMUS+
Erasmus+ is the EU Programme in the fields of education, 
training, youth and sport for the period 2014-2020.
Education, training, youth and sport can make a major  
contribution to help tackle socio-economic changes, the key 
challenges that Europe will be facing until the end of the  
decade, and to support the implementation of the European 
policy agenda for growth, jobs, equity and social inclusion. 

TRAINING OFFERS IN  
THE NETHERLANDS 
Erasmus+ Key Action 1

EDOS Foundation offers training courses that are 
designed to fit in the conditions of the Erasmus+ 
Programme, Key Action 1. You can apply at your 
Erasmus+ National Agency for a grant to participate 
in these courses till 2 February 2016 at 12:00  
(midday Brussels time).

Here you can find a list of Erasmus+ NA’s:  
http://www.edosfoundation.com/erasmusplus



MOTIVATION OF ADULTS 
TO LEARN

TARGET GROUP
 T Adult education staff
 T Adult education trainers
 T Adult education developers 

The starting point of this training is a  
research based list of factors that influence 
adults’ motivation to participate in adult  
education. Based on this list we will discover 
how this influences the role of the trainer and 
the construction of the training programme.

DAY TO DAY
Day 1
Introduction to the program, the trainers 
and participants.
What is adult education?  
What is non-formal and informal 
education?
Participation of adults in informal learning 
throughout Europe.

Day 2
What is motivation. 
Barriers of motivation.
Reasons for adults to participate in  
education.

Day 3
Important factors in learning for adults.
How to anticipate on these as trainer/
teacher when designing a educational 
program.

Day 4
Learning goals of adults and what this 
demands from your educational activities.
Role of the teacher as motivator.

Day 5
How to transform your learning outcomes 
to your daily life.
Evaluation of the training course,  
certificates.

AIMS
 T Raising awareness of motivation of adults to participate in 

education
 T Making participants familiar with the important factors in 

learning for adults
 T Improving the participants knowledge and skills on how to 

design adult education courses, based on these factors
 T Trainers’ skills to deal with these factors
 T Improving the success of adult education 

HIGHLIGHTS
 T What is adult education?
 T Motivation of adults to learn
 T Obstacles in learning and how 

to meet these by adapting your 
education offers

 T How to motivate adults and 
how to keep them motivated 
for learning  

6 – 10 FEBRUARY 2017



VALIDATION POLICY  
FOR VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONS

TARGET GROUP
 T Staff members and board  

members of volunteer  
organizations

 T Staff members of  
professional organizations  
working with volunteers

 T Board members of  
professional organizations  
working with volunteers 

In this training course you will learn how to 
develop a policy to validate the skills and 
competences of your volunteers.

DAY TO DAY
Day 1
What can the organization do to support 
the validation of learning outcomes of 
the volunteers? Examples of validation 
policies and models. What is important for 
my volunteers: rewards – ‘’thank you’’ – 
position on the labour market – link with 
formal education.

Day 2
The value of validation for the individual 
and for the organization. 
How to promote the added value of volun-
teering (career / education). 

Day 3
Description of competences (what are my 
competences, how can I describe these 
competences, why would I like to have 
external recognition, how to get external 
recognition). EQF/NQF– What can be the 
contribution of the European Qualifica-
tions Framework to this process? How 
can emerging National Qualifications 
Frameworks be used and how to influence 
them? European Validation instruments 
(Validation Guidelines and European Skills 
Passport)

Day 4
Examples of portfolios
Awareness tools, (self) assessment tools, 
validation methods, competence 
 frameworks.
Personal development plan 

Day 5
Background information about European 
policies regarding volunteering. Best prac-
tices from several EU member states.
What is non-formal learning in relation to 
volunteering? 
Volunteer management cycle
What is volunteering policy on  
validation? Examples of validation policies 
and models.
Steps in validation: awareness-documen-
tation-proof-validation
Validation tools. 

AIMS
The aim of the training course is to support organizations in  
developing a validation policy and strategy for the skills and  
competences of their volunteers. and to implement this in the 
organizations policy in recruiting and supporting volunteers 

HIGHLIGHTS
 T Validation of  

volunteer skills
 T Competence  

management
 T Volunteer portfolio’s
 T Policy issues 

6 – 10 MARCH 2017



TRAINING FOR 
TRAINERS

TARGET GROUP
 T Adult education staff
 T Adult education trainers
 T Others who want to develop 

their trainers competences

In this training course you will learn the  
basic skills for a trainer. We think the best 
way to learn these is to practice. So you’re 
not only participant but also one of the 
(guided) facilitators of this interactive  
training course.

DAY TO DAY
This training is based on the principles 
of learning by doing: After a short intro-
duction all participants will prepare and 
facilitate a part of the course, guided by 
the trainers team.

Day 1
Introduction to the program, the trainers 
and participants. Personal Action Plan. 
Guiding a course group. Dividing course 
topics and individual preparation of the 
program.

Day 2
Observing and feedback. Motivation of 
participants.

Day 3
Designing a training program.  
Presentation skills of a trainer.

Day 4
Communication in education.
Educational conversation.

Day 5
Evaluation as training tool.

HIGHLIGHTS
 T The learning process
 T Didactical methods
 T Training tools
 T Learning, learning styles
 T Group dynamics

AIMS
 T Awareness of the needed competences for a trainer
 T Elaborating these competences for all participants till at least 

the basic level
 T Awareness of the learning process of the participants of a 

training course
 T Able to design a training course

3 - 7 APRIL 2017



COACHING

TARGET GROUP
 T Adult education staff
 T Adult education trainers
 T Adult education developers 

When used in the right way coaching is a powerful method. In this training 
course you will experience the difference with other guiding methods and 
get acquainted with the basic skills for coaching. During the training you 
will decide how to apply coaching as a tool in (the guiding of) non-formal 
learning in your work. 

DAY TO DAY
Day 1
Introduction to the program, the trainers 
and participants
Personal Action Plan
What is coaching
Difference with other guiding methods

Day 2
Basic skills of a coach
Coaching and non-formal learning

Day 3
Learning, learning styles
Coaching tools and techniques

Day 4
Structure of an interview
Choosing the right tool depending the 
ability of the learner

Day 5
Evaluation as training tool

AIMS
 T Discover the power of coaching as guiding style in learning 

processes
 T Learn the basic coaching skills
 T Awareness of the competences of a coach
 T Learning styles and coaching tools
 T Experience the power of coaching as non-formal learning 

method for individuals and groups 

HIGHLIGHTS
 T What is coaching?
 T Basic skills of a coach
 T Coaching and non-formal  

learning
 T Coaching tools and techniques

8-12 May 2017 



PARTNER INFORMATION
PIC code 945595189
Full legal name EDOS Foundation
Address Rijplaan 23
Country Netherlands
Region NL22 - Gelderland
Post Code 6681 EG
City Bemmel
Website www.edosfoundation.com

Telephone +31610618354

PROFILE INFORMATION
Type of organization: Other 
Is the partner organization a public body? No 
Is the partner organization a non-profit? Yes

Background and experience 
EDOS Foundation initiates training courses, 
projects, and other educational activities to 
stimulate and facilitate the personal and  
professional development of adults and 
youngsters who are professionally or  
voluntary active in the field of adult education, 
youth work, and welfare work. We have a vast 
experience in adult education, volunteering 
and youth work. We develop, coordinate and 
participate in European projects for more than 
ten years now.

Read more on our website  
www.edosfoundation.com/erasmusplus

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE
Title Mr
Gender Male
First name Guus
Family name Bremer
Position Secretary
Email guus@edosfoundation.com
Telephone +31610618354
Same address as the one of the organization
 
Edos Foundation
Rijplaan 23
6681 EG Bemmel
The Netherlands
Phone +31610618354
post@edosfoundation.com

www.edosfoundation.com


